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Living room The sofa, daybed and lounge
chair are all by Antonio Citterio for Flexform
(try Chaplins). They are teamed with two
‘Wishbone’ chairs by Carl Hansen and a Jan
Kath rug (try Front Rugs). Artwork includes
pieces by Gary Hume and Max Frintrop
Stockist details on p207 ➤

M

arc Meiré leads a busy
life as a co-owner of one
of Germany’s leading
creative agencies, Meiré und Meiré,
which he runs with his art director
brother, Mike. Consequently, his
Cologne home – a vast four-floor
1,200-square-metre villa close to
the city’s university campus – which
he shares with his beloved dog Leila,
a Rhodesian Ridgeback, is designed
as a place to relax. ‘I have been
practicing the art of meditation for
many years. It helps me to find calm,
clarity and strength,’ he says.
The first floor of the house is
dedicated to Marc’s passion, with
a meditation room overlooking a This is a peaceful
Zen garden: planted with bamboo,
environment,
it has a pool lined with ultramarine
tiles. To enhance the serenity of the carefully decorated
space, the room is dotted with
with curated pieces,
Buddhas, singing bowls and a
wooden tablet originally from where the din and
a Balinese temple. These objects rush of the city
sit beneath a beautifully decorative
cherrywood ceiling. This Asian instantly evaporates
aesthetic is carried through the rest
of the house, but is combined with contemporary elements for a modern
look. The meditation area, for instance, flows into the study, which Marc
calls his ‘world room’ and is defined by a black feature wall decorated with
photographs, postcards and souvenirs from his Pan-American tours.
‘I admire the lively cultures of South America,’ he says. ‘I have travelled
the legendary road between Alaska and Tierra del Fuego many times, and
plan to publish a book of my experiences on those journeys.’
On the ground floor, guests are welcomed into a peaceful environment
that is carefully decorated with curated pieces and modern art, where the
din and rush of the city outside instantly evaporates. The stainless steel
Boffi kitchen is designed for entertaining and adjoins a convivial dining
space, arranged around a fireplace, and a living room that leads into the
garden. Marc enjoys hosting guests, and his home is frequently used as a
party pad, but the penthouse at the top of the property (which includes
the roof garden, bedroom and dressing room) is his personal realm. Here,
he reads by the fire or enjoys his huge private spa, designed with both a
freestanding bathtub and a Dornbracht ‘Rainsky’ shower. This is his private
retreat within a retreat. meireundmeire.de

Living room This space overlooks the Zen garden. The light on the gold feature wall is
a design by Serge Mouille, available from Made in Design, and the desk is an extendable
‘Isaac’ dining table by Philippe Allaeys for E15. The three-legged side table is Franco
Albini’s ‘Cicognino’ design for Cassina Stockist details on p207 ➤
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A traditional Asian aesthetic is carried through the
design of the villa, but mixed with contemporary accents

Kitchen Stainless steel Boffi units create a professional-style cooking area. The
Emperador marble-topped ‘Tulip’ dining table is by Eero Saarinen for Knoll
and above it hangs a cluster of ‘Beat’ lights by Tom Dixon. Seating includes
a ‘Washington Skeleton’ side chair in a copper finish by David Adjaye for Knoll,
‘Cherner’ chairs by Norman Cherner (try Nest) and a black stool by Mattiazzi.
Two artworks by Damien Hirst hang on the wall Stockist details on p207 ➤

Library The homeowner calls this space his ‘world
room’ – a feature wall is dedicated to displays of travel
mementoes. The rug was part of an art installation by
Rudolf Stingel in Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin. The sofa is
by Hannes Wettstein for Cassina, and the two chairs and
black stool are all by Artek Stockist details on p207 ➤

‘I have been practicing the art of meditation for many
years. It helps me to find calm, clarity and strength’

Meditation room Buddha statues, singing bowls and a large
wooden tablet originally from a Balinese temple tell of journeys
to Indonesia, Burma and Bhutan, while the customised
cherrywood ceiling is reminiscent of a Thai temple ➤

Private lounge This sanctuary is
situated in the penthouse and adjoins
the homeowner’s bedroom. The
large marble-topped ‘Fly’ table is
by Flexform, as are the armchair and black
table lamp. The rug is by Jan Kath
Stockist details on p207 ➤

M Y FAV O U R I T E T H I N G S
I have so many fond memories of travelling along the Pan-American Highway.
I collected lots of pictures on the journey which are displayed in the library.
My favourite chair is an old traditional rattan one that I bought last February
from Sri Lanka. I’ve given it a black tint to match the decor of the house.
The Buddha’s presence helps to calm the senses. One of the red Buddhas
in my meditation room was a present from a very good friend.
I love the way that the light changes throughout the day: it can transform
your state of mind. The moment that it gets dark, the black walls come alive.
I like the view of the Rautenstrauch Canal from my window. The waterway
runs alongside the house – it’s so picturesque and framed by old trees.
My Zen garden is very peaceful and planted with amazing Japanese Bonsai
trees. I have arranged them so that they appear random but, of course, the
planting is deliberate. They are framed by an eight-metre-high wall of bamboo
that protects the house from the city outside. E D

Bathroom An Antonio Lupi
freestanding tub takes centrestage
in this vast home spa. The small stool
is by Charlotte Perriand for Cassina;
the homeowner designed the bench
Bedroom The monochrome artwork
is by Fabian Marti and the rug by
Woodnotes. The side tables are by
Antonio Citterio for Flexform
Stockist details on p207

